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An example is given to show that the linear autonomous functional differential
Ž . 1 w Ž .x Ž .equation of mixed type x t q H dm s x t q s s 0 may have a nonoscillatory˙ y1
solution in spite of the nonexistence of real roots of its characteristic equation.
Under a regularity condition on m at 1, exponential boundedness and asymptotic
expansions are obtained for the nonoscillatory solutions. Q 2000 Academic Press
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper we study the linear autonomous functional differential
Ž .equation FDE of mixed type,
1
x t q dm s x t q s s 0, 1Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ H
y1
Ž . n w x n=nwhere x t g R and m: y1, 1 “ R is an n = n matrix-valued func-
tion of bounded variation. Not much is known about the general properties
Ž . Ž .of Eq. 1 . Equation 1 arises as a linearization of nonlinear FDEs of
mixed type about steady states. Mixed type FDEs appear in, e.g., optimal
w x w xcontrol problems 15 , nerve conduction theory 4 , the slowing down of
w x w xneutrons in nuclear reactors 18 , models for economic dynamics 16, 17 ,
w xand the description of traveling waves in a spatial lattice 13, 14 . See also
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w xBellman and Cooke 2 for other problems related to FDEs of mixed type.
Ž .The above papers study among others certain properties of Eq. 1 under
nondegeneracy conditions on m. Some of these conditions are natural in
the specific application, but some of them are only technical assumptions.
Ž . w . nBy a solution of Eq. 1 we mean a continuous function x: y1, ‘ “ R
Ž . Ž .so that x is differentiable on 0, ‘ and satisfies 1 for all t ) 0. A solution
w . nx: y1, ‘ “ R is called nonoscillatory if there exist a closed cone
n Ž .  4K ; R and T G 0 so that x t g K _ 0 for all t G T. Otherwise, x is
called oscillatory.
Recall that for linear autonomous FDEs of retarded type of the form
Ž . 0 w Ž .x Ž .x t q H dm s x t q s s 0 the Cauchy problem for positive times is˙ y1
well posed. There is an exponential bound on the growth of the solutions
at ‘. Such a bound is related to the fact that there is an upper bound for
Žthe real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation det zI q
0 z s Ž .. w . nH e dm s s 0. For all solutions x: y1, ‘ “ R and all g g R suchy1
that the characteristic equation has no roots on the line Re z s g , the
asymptotic expansion
l
z t g tjx t s p t e q o e for t “ ‘ 2Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js0
Ž 0 z s Ž ..holds, where z , . . . , z are the finitely many zeros of det zI q H e dm s0 l y1
Ž . nwith real part exceeding g and where p t is a C -valued polynomial in tj
of degree less than or equal to m y 1 with m the multiplicity of z as aj j j
Ž 0 z s Ž .. w xzero of det zI q H e dm s 2, 5, 9 . Furthermore, the existence of ay1
nonoscillatory solution is equivalent to the existence of a real root of the
w xcharacteristic equation 1, 8 .
Ž .The situation for Eq. 1 is, in general, strikingly different. The Cauchy
problem is not well posed for both positive and negative times. There is no
upper bound for the real parts of the roots of the characteristic equation
Ž . Ž . 1 z s Ž .det D z s 0, where D z s zI q H e dm s . As a consequence, therey1
are solutions growing faster than any exponential as t “ ‘. Series repre-
Ž .sentations for all solutions analogous to 2 also are not known.
The aim of this paper is to present two results on nonoscillatory
Ž . Ž .solutions of Eq. 1 . First we give an example showing that Eq. 1 may
have a nonoscillatory solution x in spite of the fact that the corresponding
characteristic equation has no real roots. The function x grows faster than
any exponential as t “ ‘. This example provides a counterexample to the
Ž .conjecture that the oscillation of all solutions of Eq. 1 can be character-
ized by the nonexistence of real roots of the characteristic equation.
For our second result it is assumed that m satisfies a weak nondegener-
acy condition at 1. Then it is proved that, although there is no exponential
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bound for all solutions, the nonoscillatory solutions are exponentially
Ž .bounded at ‘. Moreover, for every nonoscillatory solution of Eq. 1 there
Ž . Ž .is a real zero a of det D z such that, for all g - a with det D z / 0 on
Ž .the line Re z s g , an asymptotic expansion of the form 2 holds, where
Ž . z , . . . , z are the finitely many zeros of det D z in the strip z g C : g -0 l
4 Ž .Re z F a . We emphasize that the zeros of det D z with real part greater
than a do not appear in the asymptotic expansion. The proof of the
asymptotic expansion for the nonoscillatory solutions uses minor modifica-
tions of standard techniques developed for retarded FDEs. We show that
Ž . Žthe set of real zeros of det D z has an upper bound a maximum in case
.the set is nonempty s , and thus for every e ) 0 and every nonoscillatory
solution x,
yŽsqe . tsup x t e - ‘Ž .
tG0
Ž .holds. It is also proved that Eq. 1 does not have nonoscillatory solutions
tending to zero at ‘ faster than any exponential.
We mention that other types of series expansions in terms of character-
istic solutions for FDEs of mixed type are known from the works of
w x w x w xTitchmarsh 19 , Wright 22 , and Verblunsky 20 ; see also Bellman and
w xCooke 2 and the references therein. But from those series expansions it is
very difficult to obtain results on the asymptotic behavior of the solutions.
< < nNotation and Definitions. We denote by ? the Euclidean norm in R .
5 5Let ? be the corresponding matrix norm. N denotes the set of nonnega-
tive integers. I stands for the n = n identity matrix.
A subset K ; R n is a cone if x, y g K, x / 0, and a G 0, b G 0 imply
a x q b y g K and yx f K. If K ; R n is a closed cone then there is a
n Ž .  4 w xlinear functional l: R “ R such that l x ) 0 for all x g K _ 0 10 .
w . nWe say that a solution x: y1, ‘ “ R is nonoscillatory if there are
n Ž .  4T G 0 and a closed cone K ; R such that x t g K _ 0 for all t G T.
Otherwise, it is called oscillatory.
w . nA solution x: y1, ‘ “ R is said to be exponentially bounded if there
< Ž . < btexist constants a ) 0 and b ) 0 such that x t F ae for all t G 0.
w xFor an n = n matrix-valued function of bounded variation h: y1, 1 “
n=n < < w x < <Ž .R , the variation function h : y1, 1 “ R is defined by h s s
N 5 Ž . Ž .5sup Ý h t y h t , where the supremum is taken over all N g Njs1 j jy1
w xand over all sets of points t g y1, s with t - t for i - j. This variationj i j
< <function h is of bounded variation, and the inequality
1 1
< <dh s f s F f s d h sŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
y1 y1
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w x n Ž wholds for all continuous functions f: y1, 1 “ R see e.g., 6, Theorem
x.3.5.6 .
Define
1 z s nD : C 2 z ‹ zI q e dm s g C .Ž .H
y1
Ž .All entries of D z are entire functions and are of exponential type, that is,
there are constants a ) 0, b ) 0 such that all entries in absolute value can
b < z < Ž .be estimated from above by ae for all z g C. The equation det D z s 0
Ž .is called the characteristic equation of Eq. 1 .
nw . Ž .For a continuous function u: 0, ‘ “ C the Laplace transform u z is
T yz tŽ . Ž .defined by u z s lim H e u t dt for those values of the complexT “‘ 0
variable z for which the limit exists.
Ž .  4For g g R, L g denotes the line z g C : Re z s g in the complex
plane. By H ??? dz we denote the so-called principal value integralLŽg .
lim Hgqiv ??? dz.v “‘ gyiv
2. NONOSCILLATION WITHOUT REAL ROOTS: AN EXAMPLE
We construct a scalar equation of the form
‘
x t q a x t q b s 0 3Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ Ý k k
ks0
Ž .‘ Ž .‘ ‘ < < < <with real sequences a and b such that Ý a - ‘ and b F 1,k 0 k 0 ks0 k k
Ž .k g N. This is a particular case of Eq. 1 with n s 1 and
0 for s s y1,¡
Ý a for y1 - s - 1,~ b - s km s sŽ . k
‘¢Ý a for s s 1,ks0 k
Ž .  4where m s s 0 if the set k g N : b - s is empty. In this casek
‘
b zkD z s z q a e ,Ž . Ý k
ks0
Ž . Ž .‘and D z s 0 is the characteristic equation. Our aim is to find a andk 0
Ž .‘ Ž . Ž .b such that D z / 0 for all z g R and Eq. 3 has a solution x:k 0
w . Ž .y1, ‘ “ R with x t ) 0 for all sufficiently large t.
Ž .‘PROPOSITION 1. Assume that there exist a sequence of zeros z of D ink 0
C and B ) 0 such that
Re z “ ‘ as k “ ‘k
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and
< <0 - Im z - B for all k g N.k
Ž .‘Then there exists a sequence c in C such thatk 0
‘
z tkwx : y1, ‘ 2 t ‹ Re c e g R. Ž .Ý k
ks0
Ž .is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. 3 .
pProof. Choose c ) 0 with cB F . Using Re z “ ‘ as k “ ‘, it is notk6
Ž .‘ Ž .‘difficult to find a subsequence z of z so that, using the notationk ls0 k 0l
a s Re z and b s Im z , we havel k l kl l
a ) 0 for all l g N,l
jy2
1 a c a Ž jq1yl .cjy 1 le ) e for 2 F j g N,Ý2
ls0
‘
1ya cle - .Ý 2
ls0
Ž .‘Define the sequence c byk 0
eyl c zk l if k s k for some l g N,lc sk ½ 0 otherwise.
Then
‘ ‘
z t z tk k lRe c e s Re c eŽ .Ý Ý Ž .k k l
ks0 ls0
‘
Ža qib .Ž tyl c.l ls Re eŽ .Ý
ls0
‘
a Ž tyl c.ls e cos t y lc bŽ .Ž .Ý l
ls0
and
‘ ‘
z t z tk k lRe c z e s Re c z eŽ .Ý Ý Ž .k k k kl l
ks0 ls0
‘
Ža qib .Ž tyl c.l ls Re a q ib eŽ .Ž .Ý l l
ls0
‘
a Ž tyl c.ls e a cos t y lc b y b sin t y lc b .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .Ý l l l l
ls0
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Let t g R be given. Using a “ ‘ as l “ ‘, we easily obtain that bothl
‘ Ž zk t. ‘ Ž zk t.series Ý Re c e and Ý Re c z e converge absolutely andks0 k ks0 k k
Ž xuniformly on y‘, t .
 4 w Ž . x < < < <Let j g N_ 0, 1 and t g jc, j q 1 c be fixed. Then b s Im z - Bl l
yields
 4t y lc b - 2cB for l g j y 1, j, j q 1 .Ž . l
pThese inequalities and cB F give6
1  4cos t y lc b G for l g j y 1, j, j q 1 .Ž .Ž .l 2
Ž .‘This fact and the choice of the subsequence z and the sequencek ls0l
Ž .‘c combined implyk 0
jy2 jq1‘ ‘
z t a Ž tyl c.k lRe c e s q q e cos t y lc bŽ .Ž .Ž .Ý Ý Ý Ýk lž /ks0 ls0 lsjy1 lsjq2
jy2 ‘
1 1a Ž jq1yl .c a c ya cl jy1 lG y e q e q q 0 y eÝ Ý2 2
ls0 lsjq2
) 0.
Consequently,
‘
z tkRe c e ) 0 for all t G 2c.Ž .Ý k
ks0
Ž zk t. Ž .Since Re c e is a solution of Eq. 3 for all k g N, it is now clear that xk
Ž .is a nonoscillatory solution of Eq. 3 .
Ž .‘ Ž .‘PROPOSITION 2. There exist real sequences a and b such thatk 0 k 0
‘ < < < < Ž .Ý a - ‘, b F 1 for all k g N, D z / 0 for all z g R, and D has aks0 k k
Ž .‘ < <sequence of zeros z with Re z “ ‘ as k “ ‘ and sup Im z - ‘.k 0 k k g N k
Ž .‘Proof. 1. Define the real sequence r by induction such thatk 0
Ž .i r s 1,0
Ž .ii r s r r4, for all k g N,2 kq1 2 k
Ž .iii if r , r , . . . , r are given then r is chosen such that0 1 2 ky1 2 k
1 9r2 ky1
0 - r - min , and2 k 2 kq1 4½ 510 2 e
2ky1 21 r2 kyr r rm 2 ke - .Ý m 8 2 kq110 2 e10ms0
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Ž .‘Observe that r is strictly decreasing, 0 - r F 1, k g N, and r “ 0 ask 0 k k
k “ ‘.
The equation
m‘ my1Ž .
x t q x t q x t q 1 y r y r s 0 4Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ Ý Ý k mykm10ms0 ks0
Ž .is a particular case of 3 with a s 1, b s 0, a s 1, b s 1 y 2 r ,0 0 1 1 0
1 ‘ < <a s a s y , and b s b s 1 y r y r , . . . . Then Ý a s 1 q2 3 2 3 0 1 ks0 k10
‘ ŽŽ . k . < <Ý k q 1 r10 - ‘ and b F 1, k g N. In this caseks0 k
m‘ my1Ž .
Ž1yr yr . zk mykD z s z q 1 q eŽ . Ý Ým10ms0 ks0
2m‘ y1Ž .
z yr zms z q 1 q e e .Ý mž /10ms0
Ž . ‘ ŽŽ .m m. yr m z Ž .Let d z s Ý y1 r10 e , z g C. Then D z s z q 1 qms 0
z 2Ž .e d z , z g C.
Ž .2. We show that D z / 0 for all z g R.
1The case z G 0 is clear. Let z - 0. Then using r s 1, r s , and the0 1 4
Ž .‘monotone property of r we obtaink 0
2m‘ y1Ž .
z 2 z yz yr zme d z s e e q eŽ . Ý mž /10ms1
2‘ ‘1 1
z y2 z yz yr z yr z1 1G e e y 2 e e y eÝ Ým mž /ž /10 10ms1 ms1
2 1
z y2 z yŽ5r4. z yzr2s e e y e y e2ž /9 9
eyz 1 2 1
yz Ž3r4. z Ž3r2. zs q e y e y e2ž /2 2 9 9
eyz z 2
) G .
2 4
Ž . 2Hence D z ) 0 follows since z q 1 q z r4 G 0 for all z g R.
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3. Define the rectangles R , k g N, with the verticesk
1 1 1 1
q ir , y ir , y ir , q ir .2 kq1 2 kq1 2 kq1 2 kq1r r r r2 k 2 k 2 kq1 2 kq1
< Ž . <Let C denote the boundary of R . We estimate d z for z g C .k k k
If z g C is of the form 1rr q ib , then by using the properties of thek 2 k
Ž .‘sequence r we obtaink 0
1 1
yr z yr z2 k m< < < <d z G e y eŽ . Ý m2 k 1010 m/2 k
2ky1 ‘1 1 1
yr r rm 2 kG y e yÝ Ým m2 k 10 1010 e ms0 ms2 kq1
1 r 2 e2 kG 1 y y2 k 8ž /910 e 10 ? 2
1 r2 k
) ) .2 kq1 e10 e
Ž .In particular, it also follows that d 1rr ) 0.2 k
If z g C is of the form 1rr q ib , then we findk 2 kq1
1 1 1
yr z yr z yr z2 kq1 2 k m< < < < < <d z G e y e y eŽ . Ý m2 kq1 2 k 1010 10 m/2 k , 2 kq1
2ky11 1 1 1
y4 r r rm 2 kG y y e yÝ m2 kq1 2 k 4 2 kq11010 e 10 e 9 ? 10ms0
1 10 r 2 e2 kG 1 y y y2 kq1 3 8ž /910 e e 2
1 r2 k
) ) .2 kq2 10e10 e
Ž .In particular, it also follows that d 1rr - 0. Therefore2 kq1
1 1
d d - 0. 5Ž .ž / ž /r r2 k 2 kq1
w x < <Now let z s a q ib with a g 1rr , 1rr and b s r . Then,2 k 2 kq1 2 kq1
Ž .‘by using the properties of the sequence r , there exists k g N suchk 0 0
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that, for all k g N with k G k , we have0
m‘ y1Ž . yr amd z G Im d z s e sin r rŽ . Ž . Ž .Ý 2 kq1 mm10ms0
1 1
yr a yr a 22 k 2 kq1G e sin r r y e sin rŽ .2 kq1 2 k 2 kq12 k 2 kq110 10
2ky1 ‘1 1
yr a yr am my e y e sin r rŽ .Ý Ý 2 kq1 mm m10 10ms0 ms2 kq2
21 sin 4 rŽ .2 kq1yr a 2 y3 r a2 kq1 2 kq1G e sin r 10e y 12 kq12 kq1 210 sin r2 kq1
2 ‘r 12 ky y r r Ý2 kq1 2 kq2 m8 2 kq1 102 e10 ms2 kq2
r 2 r 2 92 kq1 2 kq1 2G y y r2 kq12 2 kq1 4 2 kq1 4 2 kq12 e10 2 e10 2 e10
r 2 r 2 r r 32 kq1 2 kq1 2 k 2 kq1s ) s .3 2 kq1 3 2 e2 e10 2 e
Consequently, we find k G k such that, for k F k g N,1 0 1
r r r 3 r 32 k 2 k 2 kq1 2 kq1
d z ) min , , s for all z g C . 6Ž . Ž .k½ 5e 10e 2 e 2 e
4. We show that, for all sufficiently large k g N, D has a zero in R .k
5. implies that d has a real zero in R for all k g N. We havek
z yz 2D z s e z q 1 e q d zŽ . Ž . Ž .
and
2
yz yz y1rŽ4 r .2 kq1< < < <z q 1 e F 1 q z e F 1 q eŽ . Ž . ž /r2 kq1
for all z g C .k
Ž .This inequality and 6 combined yield k G k such that, for k F k g N,2 1 2
2 yzd z ) z q 1 e for all z g C .Ž . Ž . k
An application of Rouche’s theorem gives that, for k F k g N, D has a2
zero in R . By the result of Part 2 and the definition of R we obtain thatk k
D has the stated properties.
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Combining the results of Propositions 1 and 2 we obtain
Ž .‘ Ž .‘ ‘ < <THEOREM 3. There exist real sequences a and b with Ý a -k 0 k 0 ks0 k
< < ‘ bk z‘ and b F 1, k g N, such that the characteristic equation z q Ý a ek ks0 k
Ž . Ž .s 0 of Eq. 3 has no real root and Eq. 3 has a nonoscillatory solution.
We remark that the above constructed nonoscillatory solution is not
exponentially bounded. This can be shown either directly or by applying
w x11 with the fact that the characteristic equation has no real root.
3. ASYMPTOTIC EXPANSION FOR THE
NONOSCILLATORY SOLUTIONS
Ž .In this section we consider Eq. 1 under a weak nondegeneracy condi-
tion on m and show an asymptotic expansion for the nonoscillatory
Ž .solutions. This asymptotic expansion is analogous to 2 , which is known
for FDEs of retarded type, and the proofs use minor modifications of
standard techniques developed for retarded FDEs. The main difference is
that our asymptotic expansion holds only for the nonoscillatory solutions
Ž .of Eq. 1 . We cannot expect, in general, asymptotic expansion of the form
Ž . Ž .2 for all solutions of 1 because there is no upper bound for the real
Ž .parts of the zeros of det D z .
The example of Section 2 shows that some condition on m must be
Ž .imposed in order to get asymptotic expansions of the form 2 for all
nonoscillatory solutions. Assume that
Ž . n=nH There exist a nonsingular matrix A g R and a nondecreasing
w x Ž . Ž . w .function a : y1, 1 “ R such that a s - a 1 for all s g y1, 1 , and
m A y a I 1 y m A y a I sŽ . Ž .
“ 0 as s “ 1 y .
a 1 y a sŽ . Ž .
Ž . Ž . Ž .H holds, for example, either if m 1 y m 1 y is a nonsingular matrix
n=n w .or if there are a nonsingular matrix B g R , s g y1, 1 , and a0
w x Ž . Ž . w xmonotone function b : s , 1 “ R so that m s B s b s I for all s g s , 10 0
Ž . Ž . w .and b s / b 1 for all s g s , 1 . The first example shows that if the0
Žw x n. 1 w Ž .x Ž . noperator L: C y1, 1 , R 2 f ‹ H dm s f s g R is atomic at 1 iny1
w x Ž . Ž .the sense of 9 , then H holds. By the second example, H may be
satisfied in cases where L is nonatomic at 1.
The following proposition states that the existence of a nonoscillatory
solution implies the existence of a real root of the characteristic equation
and that the nonoscillatory solutions are exponentially bounded.
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Ž . w . nPROPOSITION 4. Assume that H holds and x: y1, ‘ “ R is a
Ž . Ž .nonoscillatory solution of Eq. 1 . Then det D z has a real zero and there
exist k ) 0 and c g R such that
ctx t F ke for all t G 0.Ž .
Ž .  4Proof. Let K be a closed cone and T G 0 such that x t g K _ 0 for
w . y1 Ž . n w x Ž .all t G T. Set y: y1, ‘ 2 t ‹ A x t g R , n : y1, 1 2 s ‹ m s A g
n=n ˜ y1 ˜R , and K s A K. Then n is of bounded variation, K is a closed cone
in R n, y satisfies
1
Ay t q dn s y t q s s 0Ž . Ž . Ž .˙ H
y1
˜Ž .  4 Ž .for all t ) 0, and y t g K _ 0 for all t G T. Using assumption H ,
w xTheorem 4.1 of 12 can be applied to find c g R such that
‘
yc te y t dt - ‘.Ž .H
0
As A is nonsingular, we obtain
‘
yc te x t dt - ‘. 7Ž . Ž .H
0
w x Ž .Hence Theorem A of 12 yields the existence of a real zero of det D z .
Ž . yc t w xMultiplying Eq. 1 with e and integrating on 0, t we get
tyc t ycsx t e y x 0 q c e x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0
t 1yc sq e dm u x s q u ds s 0.Ž . Ž .H Hž /0 y1
Hence, by changing the order of integration, it follows that
tyc t ycs< <x t e F x 0 q c e x s dsŽ . Ž . Ž .H
0
1 tcu ycŽ squ.q dm s e e x s q u dsŽ . Ž .H H
y1 0
t yc s< <F x 0 q c e x s dsŽ . Ž .H
0
1 tcu ycŽ squ. < <q e e x s q u ds d m uŽ . Ž .H Hž /y1 0
‘
yc s< <F x 0 q c e x s dsŽ . Ž .H
0
‘ 1yc s cu < <q e x s ds e d m u .Ž . Ž .H H
y1 y1
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Ž .The term after the last F sign is finite because of 7 . Denoting it by k
< Ž . < ctwe obtain x t F ke for all t G 0.
Ž . Ž .COROLLARY 5. If H holds and D z has no real zeros, then all solutions
Ž .of Eq. 1 are oscillatory.
We remark that linearized oscillation results can be obtained analo-
Ž w x.gously to the retarded case see e.g. 8 for nonlinear mixed FDEs whose
Ž .linearization is Eq. 1 also.
Ž .The next proposition gives more information on the zero set of det D z .
Ž . Ž .PROPOSITION 6. If H holds then the set of real zeros of det D z is
bounded from abo¤e.
Ž . Proof. Assuming that det D z has at least one zero, set s s sup l g
Ž . 4R : det D l s 0 . It suffices to show s - ‘.
Ž .‘ Ž .Suppose s s ‘. Then there is a sequence l of real zeros of det D zk 0
Ž .‘ nwith l “ ‘ as k “ ‘. There exists also a sequence ¤ in R so thatk k 0
Ž . < <D l ¤ s 0 and ¤ s 1 for all k g N. Clearly, the functions R 2 t ‹k k k
lk t n Ž . ne ¤ g R are solutions of Eq. 1 on R. The 2 closed cones I = Ik 1 2
w . Ž x n= ??? = I , where either I s 0, ‘ or I s y‘, 0 , cover R . For one ofn i i
these cones, denoted by K, we have ¤ g K for infinitely many indices k.k
Ž .‘ Ž .‘We can select subsequences of l and ¤ , which we denote again byk 0 k 0
Ž .‘ Ž .‘l and ¤ for the sake of notational simplicity, and we find an indexk 0 k 0
 4j g 1, . . . , n such that
l ) 0,k
¤ g K ,k
Ž .the jth component ¤ of ¤ is nonzero, andk j k
1 k k m4 l Ž3?4 y4 .lk me G eÝ2
m/k
hold for all k g N. It is not difficult to see that
‘
ml Ž ty4 . nmy : R 2 t ‹ e ¤ g RÝ m
ms0
Ž .is a continuously differentiable function satisfying Eq. 1 for all t g R.
Ž .  4 Ž .Clearly, y t g K _ 0 for all t g R since ¤ g K and ¤ / 0 for allk k j
k g N. Proposition 4 yields k ) 0 and c g R with
cty t F ke for all t G 0.Ž .
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On the other hand, for each k g N and for 2 ? 4k F t F 3 ? 4k, we have
k ml Ž ty4 . l Ž ty4 .k my t G e y eŽ . Ý
m/k
G e4 k lk y eŽ3?4 ky4 m .lmÝ
m/k
1 k 14 l Žl r3. tk kG e G e .2 2
w .This contradicts the exponential boundedness of y on 0, ‘ since l “ ‘k
as k “ ‘. Consequently, s - ‘.
 Ž . 4In case the set l g R : det D l s 0 is nonempty, define
s s sup l g R : det D l s 0 . 4Ž .
Ž .Proposition 6 and the continuity of det D z combined yield s - ‘ and
Ž .det D s s 0.
The next proposition asserts that nonoscillatory solutions tending to
zero as t “ ‘ faster than any exponential do not exist. Although it can be
w xshown as in 1, 7 for retarded equations, for the sake of completeness we
give a proof.
Ž .PROPOSITION 7. Equation 1 does not ha¤e a nonoscillatory solution x:
w . n Ž . Ž g t.y1, ‘ “ R such that x t s o e as t “ ‘ for all g g R.
w . n Ž .Proof. 1. Let a solution x: y1, ‘ “ R of Eq. 1 and k ) 0, c g R
< Ž . < ctbe given such that x t F ke for all t G 0. For a complex z and real
Ž . yz t w xT ) 0, by multiplying Eq. 1 with e , integrating on 0, T , and changing
the order of integration, we get
T 1 sqTyz t z s yz t yzTz e x t dt q dm s e e x t dt s ye x T q h zŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .H H H
0 y1 0
with
s1 zŽ syu. nh: C 2 z ‹ x 0 q dm s e x u du g C .Ž . Ž . Ž .H H
y1 0
Letting T “ ‘ it follows that
D z x z s h z 8Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .
for all z g C with Re z ) c.
Ž . Ž g t.2. Suppose that x is a nonoscillatory solution and x t s o e as
Ž .t “ ‘ for all g g R. As Eq. 1 is autonomous, we may assume that there
n Ž .  4exists a closed cone K ; R such that x t g K _ 0 for all t G 0.
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n Ž Ž ..There exists a linear functional l: R “ R such that l x t ) 0 for all
‘ yz tŽ . Ž Ž .. Ž . Ž .t G 0. Define ¤ t s l x t for t G 0, and ¤ z s H e ¤ t dt for those0
Ž . Ž g t.values of z g C for which the integral converges. Since x t s o e as
Ž .t “ ‘ for all g g R, x and ¤ are entire functions and 8 holds for all
z g C. Clearly,
¤ l s l x l ) 0 for all l g R.Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .This relation and 8 combined yield
y1¤ l s l D l h l for all l g R with det D l / 0. 9Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .
Ž .3. Using ¤ t ) 0, t G 0, we have, for every l - 0 and k g N,
‘1 1
yl tlog ¤ l G log e ¤ t dtŽ . Ž .H< < < <l l k
‘ ‘1 1
yl k) log e ¤ t dt s k q log ¤ t dt.Ž . Ž .H Hž /< < < <l lk k
Hence it follows that
1
log ¤ l “ ‘ as l g R, l “ y‘.Ž .
< <l
4. We show that there exist c ) 0, c ) 0, and a real sequence1 2
Ž .‘l with l “ y‘ as k “ ‘ andk 0 k
y1 c < l <2 kD l F c e for all k g N.Ž .k 1
w xThe following result can be found in Boas 3, Theorem 2.7.6 .
If f : C “ C is entire and not constant then for each fixed u and every
e ) 0
1qeiulim sup f re M r ) 0,Ž . Ž .f
r“‘
Ž . < Ž . <where M r s max f z .f < z <sr
Ž . Ž .Applying the above result in the case f z s det D z , u s p , and
Ž .‘e s 1, we find c ) 0 and a sequence of positive reals r such thatk 0
r “ ‘ as k “ ‘ andk
2det D yr M r G c for all k g N.Ž . Ž .k det DŽ z . k
It is easy to see that there are positive numbers a and b such that
b < z < b < z <det D z F ae , adj D z F ae for all z g C.Ž . Ž .
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Choosing l s yr , c s a3rc, and c s 3b, and combining the abovek k 1 2
inequalities, we obtain
3 3brkadj D l a eŽ .ky1 c < l <2 kD l s F s c e .Ž .k 1det D l cŽ .k
5. The function h is of exponential type, i.e., there exist c ) 0 and3
< Ž . < c4 < z <c ) 0 with h z F c e for all z g C. This fact and the result of Part 44 3
yield
1 y1lim inf log l D l h l - ‘,Ž . Ž .Ž .k k< <lk“‘ k
Ž .which contradicts 9 and the result of Part 3.
Ž .We remark that hypothesis H is not assumed in Proposition 7. More-
over, Proposition 7 remains true if instead of the nonoscillation of x we
Ž .assume that, for a closed cone K and a real T ) 0, x t g K for all t G T ,
Ž .and there exists an arbitrarily large s with x s / 0.
In order to state our result about the asymptotic expansion of nonoscil-
Ž .latory solutions, we need the entire function det D z to have at most
finitely many zeros in each vertical strip of C. The proof, which is omitted,
w xis analogous to the retarded case, see e.g. 2, 5, 9 .
Ž .THEOREM 8. Assume that H holds. Then for e¤ery nonoscillatory solu-
w . n Ž . Ž .tion x: y1, ‘ “ R of Eq. 1 there exist a real zero a F s of det D z , a
Ž .‘nonnegati¤e integer k, positi¤e constants c and c , and a sequence t of1 2 j 0
positi¤e reals with t “ ‘ as j “ ‘ such thatj
k a t jx t G c t e for all j g N,Ž .j 1 j
k a tx t F c t e for all t G 1.Ž . 2
Ž .Moreo¤er, for e¤ery real g - a with det D z / 0 on the line Re z s g , the
asymptotic expansion
m
z t g tjx t s p t e q o e for t “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js0
Ž .holds, where z , z , . . . , z are the finitely many zeros of det D z in the strip0 1 m
 4 Ž . nz g C : g - Re z F a , z s a , and where p t is a C -¤alued polynomial0 j
in t of degree less than or equal to m y 1 with m the multiplicity of z as aj j j
Ž . Ž .zero of det D z ; the degree of p t with Re z s a is less than or equal to k;j j
Ž .and the degree of p t is k.0
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w . n Ž .Proof. 1. Let a solution x: y1, ‘ “ R of Eq. 1 , a closed cone K
n Ž .  4in R , and t G 0 be given such that x t g K _ 0 for all t G t . Without0 0
Ž .loss of generality we may assume t s 0 since 1 is autonomous. Proposi-0
< Ž . < cttion 3 yields k ) 0 and c g R with x t F ke for all t G 0.
By Part 1 of the proof of Proposition 5,
D z x z s h z for all z g C with Re z ) c.Ž . Ž . Ž .
Ž w x.Hence, applying the inverse Laplace transform see e.g. Widder 21 , we
obtain the following representation of x: Let d ) c be fixed such that
Ž .det D z / 0 on the line Re z s d . Then we have the representation
1 y1z tx t s e D z f z dzŽ . Ž . Ž .H2p i Ž .L d
for all t ) 0.
z t Ž .y1 Ž .Since both D and h are entire functions, z ‹ e D z h z is a mero-
Ž .morphic function with, possibly, poles at zeros of det D z . For FDEs of
Ž w x. Ž .retarded type, it is a classical result see e.g. 2, 5, 9 that the line L d
can be shifted to the left while keeping track of the residues corresponding
Ž .y1 Ž .to the singularities of D z that we pass. Since the proof for Eq. 1
requires only straightforward modifications, we omit it. Therefore, for
Ž .every g - d such that det D z / 0 on the line Re z s g , we have
l 1y1 y1z t z tx t s Res e D z h z q e D z h z dzŽ . Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý Hzsz j 2p i Ž .L gjs0
for t “ ‘
Ž .where z , . . . , z are the finitely many zeros of det D z in the strip0 l
 4 Ž .z g C : g - Re z - d . For each zero z of det D z of order m ,j j
y1z t z tjRes e D z h z s p t e ,Ž . Ž . Ž .zsz jj
where p is a C n-valued polynomial in t of degree less than or equal toj
m y 1. The proof of these facts and also thatj
1 y1z t g te D z h z dz s o e as t “ ‘Ž . Ž . Ž .H2p i Ž .L g
is analogous to the retarded case. Consequently,
l
z t g tjx t s p t e q o e for t “ ‘. 10Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js0
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Ž .2. By using Proposition 7 and 10 , we can choose g - d such that
l Ž . z j t Ý p t e k 0, and there is a g R with Re z s a for all j g 0, 1,js0 j j
4. . . , l . Set v s Im z . Thenj j
l
Žaqiv . t a tjx t s p t e q o e for t “ ‘.Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý j
js0
l Ž . Žaqiv j. t n Ž .We have Ý p t e g R for all t g R since det D z s 0 impliesjs0 j j
Ž .det D z s 0, andj
y1 y1z t z tRes e D z h z s Res e D z h z .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .zsz zs zj j
Let k g N denote the maximum of the degrees of p , . . . , p . For every0 l
 4 n Ž . kŽ Ž ..j g 0, . . . , l there exists q g C such that p t s t q q o 1 for t “ ‘.j j j
Then, possibly changing the indices, we have
m
k a t iv tjx t s t e q e q o 1 for t “ ‘. 11Ž . Ž . Ž .Ý jž /
js0
 4 < < < < where q / 0 for all j g 0, . . . , m and v F v for all j g 0, . . . , mj j jq1
4 m iv j t ny1 . Clearly, Ý e is not identically zero and belongs to R for alljs0
t g R. Define
m
iv t njy : R 2 t ‹ q e g R .Ý j
js0
3. The function y is almost periodic, that is, for every e ) 0 there
exists L ) 0 such that each interval of length L contains a t with
y t q t y y t - e for all t g R.Ž . Ž .
X < Ž X. <Choosing t g R with y t ) 0 and using the almost periodicity of y, we
Ž .‘find a positive sequence t such that t “ ‘,j 0 j
Xy tŽ .
Xy t y y t - for all j g N,Ž .Ž .j 3
Ž . Ž . < Ž X. <and the norm of the term o 1 in 11 is less than y t r3 at t s t for allj
< Ž X. < < Ž . <j g N. Setting c s y t r3, we obtain y t ) 2c for all j g N. This1 j 1
Ž .fact and 11 combined yield
k a t jx t G c t e for all j g N.Ž .j 1 j
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Ž .Using the boundedness of y and 11 , the existence of c ) 0 also follows2
with
k a tx t F c t e for all t G 1.Ž . 2
4. In order to complete the proof it suffices to show that v s 0.0
 4Suppose v / 0. Then v / 0, j g 0, . . . , m , and0 j
m1 1 1T iv Tjy t dt s q e y 1 “ 0 as T “ ‘. 12Ž . Ž . Ž .ÝH jT T iv0 jjs0
We claim that
y t g K for all t g R.Ž .
By the almost periodicity of y, for every t ) 0 there exists a real sequence
1‘Ž . < Ž . Ž . <t such that t ) j and y t q t y y t - . Thenj 0 j j j q 1
yk ya Ž tqt .jt q t e x t q t y y t s y t q t q o 1 y y t “ 0Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . Ž .j j j
Ž . Žas j “ ‘. Hence y t g K follows since K is closed and t q
.yk ya Ž tqt j. Ž .t e x t q t g K for all j g N.j j
n Ž .  4There is a linear functional l: R “ R so that l x ) 0 for all x g K _ 0 .
Ž Ž ..We have l y t G 0 for all t G 0.
U Ž U . Ž U .  4 Ž Ž U ..Choose t G 0 such that y t / 0. Then y t g K _ 0 and l y t
) 0. The continuity of l gives an e ) 0 so that
U U1 nl u ) l y t for all u g R with u y y t - e .Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž .2
Ž .‘The almost periodicity of y yields L ) 1 and a sequence s such thatj js0
w Ž . .s g jL, j q 1 L y 1 andj
e
U Uy t q s y y t - for all j g N.Ž .Ž .j 2
The function y is uniformly continuous since y is bounded. Thus there˙
Ž .exists d g 0, 1 so that
e
< <y t y y s - for all t , s in R with t y s - d .Ž . Ž .
2
w U U .Then for every j g N and t g t q s , t q s q d we havej j
U U U Uy t y y t F y t y y t q s q y t q s y y t - e .Ž . Ž . Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž .j j
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Consequently,
U U U1l y t ) l y t for all j g N and t g t q s , t q s q d .Ž . Ž .Ž . Ž . .j j2
It follows that
1 l y tUŽ .Ž .jL  4l y t dt ) for all j g N_ 0 ,Ž .Ž .HjL 2 L0
1 1T TŽ . Ž Ž . . Ž Ž ..which contradicts 12 and the fact l H y t dt s H l y t dt, T ) 0.0 0T T
Therefore v s 0 and the proof is complete.0
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